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Aviator plank is a new locking product that is 3m thick, 6”wide, and 48” long.  While 
at a value price, this product is nicely styled and offers six color/species options, 
including scraped hickory, European oak, and fashion-forward limed hickory. Tones 
range from golden to walnut to limed (or white-filled), and include vivid exotic 
colorations. With this exciting array of choices, there’s something for all tastes.

Six designer colors, from warm to cool, to coordinate with various home decors.  
Aviator offers incredibly realistic wood visuals, straight from the award winning 
designers at Shaw.

Extra long four foot planks for a realistic hardwood appearance

Warm underfoot for the cold winter days, and cool underfoot in the hot months.

Spill a glass of water?  No worries.  The water will not harm your Aviator Plank.  Take 
your time wiping it up.

The locking mechanism on all VersaLock products passes the 
same tough standards as our laminate flooring. Shaw exceeds  
25,000 cycles during NALFA's Caster Chair Test. Competitive 
products have been shown to fail below 5,000 cycles.

Colors

231 Atmosphere

european oak

Handscraped Hickory

634 Propeller Brown

698 Blazing Skies

452 Earhart Brown

678 Kittyhawk

721 Maverick Brown

Specifications

Aviator Plank

Style  0247V
Size  6" x 48"
Thickness  3mm 
Wear Layer 6 mil 
Finish Polyurethane
Installation Floating
Classification Better

This Shaw product can 
be installed above, on or 
below ground level.

Array's easy to clean 
surface that offers additional 
stain resistance.

This Shaw Luxury vinyl is 
warranted not to stain or wear 
through, will not fade as a result 
of direct sunlight or artificial light 
and will resist water damage 
under normal use conditions for 
15 years.

This Shaw Luxury vinyl carries 
a 5 year Light commercial 
warranty.

Constructed using VersaLock AG 
technology that reliably secures 
the flooring panels on all fours 
sides without adhesive.

Aviator Plank  |  luxury vinyl plank

Resilient™

Features


